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SUMMARY
The idea of allocating functions between human and machine was
proceduralized early through aids like Fitts' List which describes
the relative advantages «•-.,* men and machines. Although the principle is clear, functi .» allocation has never worked in practice.
Some conditions for i- t o n allocations are discussed; adequate
logic, a common man- if m e system langiu ••e, usable human engineering guides and d A. : nd professional habits and attitudes.
Trends which will inf M? nee ergonomics procedures are described;
influence from techno .»^y, increasing work environment requirements and user part v .Ration requirements.
A procedural struct r u for human engineering or ergonomics in
control system desi; . is suggested. This does not include a separate function allocr, ion activity but a number of activities, the
result of which will oe a systematic function allocation.
A case study on ergo. >mics techniques for systematic function allocation in a control »/stem is described in an appendix to the report.
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THE IDEA OF FUNCTION ALLOCATION IN MAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS
History
During the second world war experimental psychology became one of
those new sciences which were utilized and developed for military
applications. Some pioneering efforts to fit the machine to man
using psychology were started in Britain and in the U.S.A. As military machines like aircraft became faster, grew in size and were
used in different weather conditions the demand on the pilot or the
crew increased. The number of instruments in the cockpit tended to
increase as well and with growing demands on speed and precision it
was observed that instruments could be more or less easy to read and
to relate to real world for the pilot. Through applying knowledge on
human perception and through using experimental techniques in testing
out devices it was possible to give design advice for instruments and
controls which made them easier to see and handle and made them less
prone to human error. Thus, scale orientation, size and form of digits,
bars and hands of the instrument and discriminability of different
shapes on controls were tested experimentally. Later these early manmachine activities were strikingly called "dial-and-knob-research".
Although it was very important for the pilot to read a correct altitude
from an instrument when landing, it soon became obvious that there were
also some more fundamental man-machine issues which ought to be considered before dial and knob decisions. If wrong or bad solutions were
found on these fundamental issues, a well adapted instrument or control
device might have none or very marginal positive effects on system
criteria as precision and speed. Thus, these fundamental questions
ought to be formulated and answered before instruments and controls
were tested out. These fundamental questions concerned the limits of
man's performance which became more critical as the performance of
the technical devices like aircraft and radar reached ranges which
were in excess of wh^t was "natural" for the human being. Man's limits
in relation to advanced devices as a problem area is related to the
problem of man's role in a man-machine system. This role issue was
later called the allocation of functions between man and machine.
A first reflection about the idea of allocating functions between man
and machine may suggest that it is a rather new concept which came
out of the idea of the man-machine system in the late fifties and
sixties. This is not true. The idea of seeing the human and the machine
as a unity which is interconnected and which can be functionally divided
in different ways probably emerged at the same time as the pioneering
experiments in Britain and in the U.S.A. K.J.W. Craik from the Applied
Psychology Unit of MRC at the University of Cambridge published a
couple of articles in the British Journal of Psychology with the title
Theory of the Human Operator in Control Systems (1947 and 1948) based
on an idea of looking at the human and the machine as a coherent whole
which could be described in a common language of servo mechanisms.
These articles were based on material collected before 1945. Craik's
articles do not go into a direct comparison of the human and the
machine. They concerned a technique with which man and machine could
be made commensuiable. However, Paul M. Fitts in a report published
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in 1951,compared the human and the machine in certain performance
characteristics, the so called Fitts1 List emerged. Pitts' List
describes the relative advantages of the human and the machine in
some parameters and functions like power, channel capacity and memory
(see table 1 ) .
The allocation principle
The intention was that the knowledge of man's performance in relation
to machine should oe used in the design of the interaction between
man and machine and result in a division of work so man does what
man is good at and machine does what machine is good at. This looks
feasible at least in some systems where one knows clearly what one
wants to get out of the system, i.e. there is a system goal to make
trade-offs against. Such systems which have we]i defined system
criteria are found in the military but there are also civilian
systems, e.g. air traffic control. We shall look at the air traffic
control a little closer. Controlling and directing aircraft can be
done in different ways from highly manual procedures with a few
technical devices as radio stations, one in the aircraft and one
on the ground, and supported by aids like maps, compasses, pens and
rulers to highly automated procedures where radars detect, recognize
and keep track of the aircraft and transfer data to the ground which
is omputed and presented to the air traffic controller and to the
pilot in the aircraft. In this latter extreme both the air traffic
controller and the pilot just control the automatics - monitors while the aircraft is travelling through the air served by the autopilot. This means in some way passive tasks of the controller and
of the pilot as long as nothing unexpectedly happens during the
mission. The two extremes in the example mean vastly different tasks
for the operator and in between the extremes there are all sorts of
intermediary solutions possible.
Take an anti-aircraft system as a second example on alternative
task allocations between man and machine for the same mission. The
defeat of an enemy aircraft can be iivided into a number of part
activities or "functionr". To start with a target has to be seached
and detected. Some sort of weapon has to be directed toward the target.
Speed, altitude and direction of the target has to be estimated in
order to calculate or estimate a hit point between the target and
the weapon. Finally the result, a hit or a miss, must be registered.
All these subactivities in an anti-aircraft mission can be done with
different degrees of human involvement and with different machine
aids. For instance search and detection could be done either with the
naked eye or by some persons organized in a crew with or without aids
like binoculars or radars. Each solution has its performance characteristics expressed in term of distance, speed, size and altitude
of the target and in different light and weather conditions. Theie
are different kinds of costs, hardware cost, personnel costs, maintenance costs etc which also vary between the solutions. When the
national defence is going to build or buy an anti-aircraft system
they must know or at least make an educated guess of what type of
target they can expect from an enemy, i.e. theyhaveto be able to
describe the "threat". If you can describe the expected target in
certain dimensions, e.g. size, speed, altitude, daylight or night
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Machine

Man

Speed

Much superior

Lag 1 sec

Power

Consistent at any
level
Large, constant
standard forces

2 hp. for about 10 sec
•5 hp. for a few minutes
•2 hp. for continuous
work over a day

Consistency

Ideal for:
routine, repetition,
precision

Not reliable - should be
monitored by machine

Complex activities

Multi-channel

Single channel

Memory

Best for literal reproduction and short
term storage

Large store multiple
access

Reasoning

Good deductive

Good inductive

Computation

Fast, accurate

Slow, subject to error

Poor at error correction

Good at error correction

Input sensitivity

Some outside human
senses, e.g. radioactivity

Better for principles
and strategies
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Wide range (10 ) and
variety of stimuli dealt
with by one unit, e.g.
eye deals with relative
location, movement and
colour

Insensitive to extraneous stimuli

Affected by heat, cold,
noise and vibration

Poor for pattern detection

Good at pattern detection
Can detect signals in
high noise levels

Overload reliability

Sudden breakdown

Graceful degradation

Intelligence

None

Can deal with unpredicted
and unpredictable
Can anticipate

Manipulative
abilities

Specific

Great versatility

Table 1. "Fitts1 List"- relative advantages of men and machines
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attack, you can "optimize" the solution and also take the operator
involvement into consideration. The intention with Fitts' List was
that it should be used as an aid in doing this "optimization" through
finding an adequate combination of human and machine involvement
for a solution which reaches the system goal within acceptable costs.
It is quite clear that a list of relative advantages and disadvantages of the human and the machine was not set up once for all as
advantages and disadvantages change with technical developments.
Man is relatively stable but the machine is changing. One can point
out the development on memory capacity in computer technology as an
example of this technical development. Other lists similar to Fitts'
which compare man and machine have been formulated, e.g. by Chapanis
(1960) (see table 2 ) .
Comparisons between man and machine in different "functions" as in
Fitts' List is still being produced, Wylie et al (1975) formulated
55 cognitive information processing functions which they called
"Surveillance System Function Taxonomy". Each function was given an
Operator Involvement Rating on a scale from 1 to 9. A high Operator
Involvement Rating (point 7, 8 or 9 of the scale) is assigned to
a task that almost certainly requires extensive roles for the operator
"either because extreme difficulties have been encountered in previous
attempts to automate such tasks or because potential sources of
difficulty can be foreseen. A low Operator Involvement Rating (point 1,
2 or 3 of the scale) is associated with tasks that clearly should
be automated because of man's limited information processing capabilities or fallible memory and because it has been demonstrated
that machines can handle those tasks efficiently". The intention with
this work is that the function taxonomy and the Operator Involvement Ratings should be used for allocation of function decisions
in the automation of military surveillance systems.
Some early critiques of the allocation principle
About ten years after the presentation of Fitts' List some articles
came out stating that the principle of allocating functions between
man and machine had not been used and the technique has not been
developed further. Fitts1 List had just been a topic among some human
factors specialists but had had little, if any, influence on the design
of systems. Swain and Wohl (1961) concluded that "there is not adequate systematic methodology in existance for allocating functions
between man and machine". However, they are then more optimistic about
the future and offer a procedure for allocating testing functions
between man and machine, a systematic way for making trade-offs
among important interacting factors.
Jordan (1963) argues that Fitts' List is based on the wrong assumption
of comparability between man and machine. The idea of comparability
can be traced to the two articles by Craik referred to earlier in this
report. Instead of comparability Jordan thinks that complementary
contributions better describe the roles of man and machine. For
instance, the ability of the human being to adjust to new unforseeable conditions can enhance the flexibility of a system.
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Man

Machine

Able to handle low probability
alternatives, i.e., unexpected
events.

Difficult to program. Difficult
to anticipate all possible events
and so virtually impossible to
program for all such contingencies.

Able to perceive, i.e., to
make use of spatial and temporal redundancies and so to
organize many small bits of
information into meaningful
and related "wholes".

Zero, or very limited, ability
to perceive. "Organization" has
to be elaborately programmed,
which is difficult to do because
of the many alternative ways
organization can be formed from
elements.

Possess alternative modes of
operation. Can accomplish same
or similar results by alternative means if primary means
fail, or are damaged.

Alternative modes of operation
limited. May break down completely
when partial injury or damage
occurs. Not able to regenerate
or heal.

Limited channel capacity, i.e.,
Channel capacity can be made
there is a maximum amount of
almost as large as desired.
information that can be handled
per unit time, and this is small.
Performance subject to decrement
over fairly short time periods
because of fatigue, boredom
and distraction.

Behaviour decrements only over
relatively long periods of time.

Comparatively slow and poor
computers.

Excellent and very rapid computers.

Flexible? can change programming easily and frequently.
Very large number of programs
possible.

Relatively inflexible. Flexibility
in kind and number of programs can
be achieved only at a great price.

Table 2. Some of the relative advantages and disadvantages
of man and machine (from Chapanis 1960).
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Chapanis (1965) also comes to the conclusion that the allocation of
functions has been unsuccessful in practical design engineering. He
points out that "the assignments of functions in man-machine systems
are always influenced to some extent by social, economic and political values". He concludes that the function allocation is not so much
a problem of man versus machine but rather of man versus man, i.e.
the user of the machine and the designer of it.
To the critique of function allocation can be added that the earliest attempts to compare man and machine has not differentiated
enough between, let us say, "obvious machine functions" and "allocatable functions". Fitts' List also included physical functions such
as speed and power. But there has been very little, if any, motivation
for dividing heavy, repetetive functions between man and machine, e.g.
in forestry work, farming, mining or in heavy industry. These works
have been characterized of a lot of strain to man which also has
been a limit to production. This has been a strong incentive to get
rid of human physical work functions and the straiqntforward means
for that has been mechanization.
The situation is different with information functions, e.g. those
found in flying an aircraft, navigation and process control, in these
man can compete or be compared with the machine much more. So there
is a reason based on performance for function allocation. But it is
not only so that man can perform inform ition functions better than
physical functions. Man is also to a higher degree willing to perform them, i.e. an information function as such can be positively
valued by the operator. Function allocation as a design concept
is more relevant in information handling and supervision of a system.
Function allocation is in practice closer related to automation than
to mechanization.

SOME CONDITIONS

FOR THE ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS

It is likely that design aids like Fitts1 List will be used if it is
felt that they can be used by system planners and designers. In the
following chapter aspects of the usability of available aids are
examined. The need for such aids will also be discussed. The approach
will be divided into the following issues:
•

Design aids must fit into logic and procedures for design work

•

A common man-machine system language is needed for making
trade-offs against some relevant system criteria

•

There must be design data available which are understood by
design egnineers, and can be transferred into specific design
situations

•

Are there any system goals or restrictions which can be better
reached with allocation of function aids?

•

Are there any barriers (e.g. attitudes or professional habits)
against the idea of allocation of functions or procedures
involved in it?
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Adequate logic and procedures
One obvious condition is that the principle of function allocation
must be coherent with logic and procedures used in design work.
The concept of allocating activities and resourses was used early
by industrial engineers and operations researchers to maximize the
effectiveness of the system (see for example Churchman, Ackoff &
Arnoff, 1957). This general allocation trade-off concept was transferred to human factors disciplines together with the system concept and it has been presented within a logic, a top-down approach
for system design which starts with formulating goals and system
requirements and constraints and continues with the derivation of
system functions and continues from there with different design
activities, machine design, man-machine interface design and human
resources design.
Logic of this approach has been formulated, e.g. in books edited by
Gagné (1962), Singleton (1967) and De Greene (1970). They all refer
to the allocation of function as a major activity or major decision
in system design.
The logic in a top-down system analytical approach which also includes
the allocation of function between man and machine is quite clear
and straight forward. When allocating functions, Fitts' List is intended to be an aid for the decisions. But Fitts1 List has not been
used. And no other similar allocation aids have so far demonstrated
their usability. Therefore, the conclusion will be that there is a
logic which at least represents an ideal sequence of acitivites or
decisions. But procedures and aids are demanded for the actual carrying out of the function allocation.
A common man-machine system language
Although Fitts' List compares man and machine in some common functions and parameters it is not in one language expressed in one and
the same terms which can be used to compare parts within the wnole
man-machine system. For that purpose engineering has got some very
useful design tools in modelling and simulation. Modelling examines
problems with an analytical and mathematical-statistical approach
using simulation, which with current techniques normally includes
computer programming problems. It is obvious that the utilization
of modelling and Simulation for design of man-machine systems requires
the same language for describing both man and machine.
Quite a lot of effort has over the years been put into the formulation
of a common man-machine terminology starting with the work by
K.J.W. Craik from the early fourties mentioned earlier in this
report (1947 and 1948). Craik ends up in a hypotheses saying that
the human operator behaves basically as an intermittent correcting
servo. Smith and Smith (1962) also use servo concepts to describe
and analyse human performance in general.
Several authors use information theory concepts on human behaviour.
So does G.A. Miller in his classical article in Psychological Review
in 1956 "The Magical Number Seven Plus or Minus Two: Some limits on
our capacity for processing information". Miller means that the
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rumber of absolute discriminations a human being can make per dimension
centres around the number seven. A dimension in this context is, e.g.
saltiness or pitch level, m several laboratories information theory
concepts like information transmission, bits and channel capacity
are used in studying man-machine problems. Man as an operator which
controls a system or a process is transferring information. Representatives for this approach are among others Sheridan at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the U.S.A. (see for example Sheridan
& Ferrell, 1974) and Stassen in the Netherlands (see for example
Stassen & Schneider, 1978).
Modern systems are often highly automated and the direct control in
normal operation is carried out by a process control computer. The
human operator serves as a back-up and controls the automatic control
system and does not operate actively unless there is some fault
which has happened or is building up. In servo terms the operator is
acting more in a feedforward loop instead of in a feedback loop. It
is more difficult to analyse and describe the feedforward operator
role in process control using classical servo models and information
theory concepts. The process operator with a highly automated control
system acting in feedforward loops lias been analysed in psychological
terms by Bainbridge (1978).
There is a tendency to develop sophisticated information process
models of the operator and concepts from computer technology are
used quite frequently when analysing the human operator in process
control (see for instance Rasmussen,1974). Quite a lot of research
will still be needed to turn these hypothetical and rather loose
constructions into useable design tools.
When analysing an artillery system as a man-machine system Haglund
i Wirstad (1972) transferred any activity within the system coining
from man, machine or surrounding atmosphere into error and time
contributions. All these error contributions were added and processed to form the system criteria, fire precision and timing. The
relative merits of different solutions could be studied with a simulation model for the man-machine system and trade-offs were made.
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Another example of presenting man and machine contributions in one
and the same important design variable is given in a work by Grodsky
(1962) who reported reliability data with and without man, as in
figure 2.
Information theory and concepts, servo theory and concepts, mathematics and statistics and computer languages unquestionably offer
useful and probably also sufficient tools for the description and
the study of mar-machine systems. But it stands out that the problem
of human performance and behaviour will not be solved just through
applying these tools on the human operator in the way they are used
on machines. Man is not characterized by simplicity and linearity.
Human information processing models have to be developed further to
include a wide range of characteristics, not only classical cognitive
functions like memory, but perhaps also such as emotions and intrinsic motivation. A wide human information model, which in some way
includes possibilities to generate testable hypotheses is needed.

Availability and utility of human engineering guides and data
Design needs data and design
Machine Interface thus needs
more traditional engineering
principles available and can

principles. The design of the Mandata on human characteristics besides
data. Are human engineering data and
they be utilized by design engineers?

A number of human engineering handbooks have been written and
published to fill the demand for data on human characteristics and
related data and principles in design. The most well known is "Human
Engineering Guide to Equipment Design", edited by van Cott and
Kinkade (1972) which is the result of a joint U.S. Army-Navy-Air
Force activity. This handbook was preceded by an earlier edition
(Morgan et al, 1963). Another well known handbook from the U.S.A.
with a slightly different layout has been produced by Woodson &
Conover (19J4). In Europe the Journal of Applied Ergonomics published the Applied Ergonomics Handbook in 14 chapters in the 1970
and 1971 volumes. These chapters have similar contents to the previous mentioned handbooks from the U.S.A. and cover e.g. displays,
controls, layout and panels and work spaces, thermal comfort, noise
and lightning, safety and work organization.
There is very little reported or. what extent these handbooks are
known to-day by designers, to what extent they are used and how
usable they are considered to be. Meister et al, however, carried
out a set of studies in the late nineteen sixties in which they had
experienced design engineers to design control panels under varied
data input conditions. The design output, e.g. drawings, were compared and evaluated according to human engineering criteria. The
engineer-subjects were also interviewed or filled in questionnaires
in these studies.
In two of the studies (Meister and Farr 1966 and Meister and Sullivan
1967) the format of human factors data given in the above mentioned
handbook by Morgan et al (1963) was varied in four ways: verbal i.e.
paragraph format, pictorial i.e. sketch drawing, graphic curve and
tabular. The subject-engineer indicated in which format he preferred
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the information to be given to him. The result was that the graphic
and pictorial forms were looked upon to be far better than tabular
and verbal. Tabular was considered better than verbal. Meister has
discussed some general findings of these systematic design studies
(1971):
"The overwhelming reaction (by the subject-engineers) was that
the (human factors) material was too verbal, insufficiently
illustrated, overly qualitative, entirely too general and
lacking in equipment orientation and design relevancy".
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The latest edition of the official US Human Engineering Guide to
Equipment Design of 1972 includes more material than the previous
edition of 1963, in pages the former has 752 compared to 615 for the
latter. In the newer edition a group of 36 specialists have contributed. The contents of the book are presented in about 570 pages
of written text, in 150 diagrams, 329 pictures and 218 tables. The
overwhelming impression of the handbook is that the contents are
mainly verbal in most of its chapters. It presents broad principles
and qualitative data and guides. With a few exceptions, e.g. the
chapters on Speech Communication, Engineering Anthropology and
Design of Work Areas, it has the layout of a traditional academic
textbook instead of being a design handbook with c ntents formulated in accordance with Meister's suggestions.

The possibility of quantifying data unqustionably is dependent on the
type of variables and measures. Physical characteristics like human
body dimensions and muscle forces as well as work space data are
quantified relatively easy. Also some basic sensory data on vision,
hearing and body sensing can be quantified. It is more difficult to
give quantitative data on human information processing partly because
of insufficient knowledge, partly because of complex variable interdependencies. Thus, part of the problem with human engineering handbooks raised by Meister seems to be inherent in the basic structure
or state of the art of human sciences.
System goals, restrictions and specifications
The design of a process control system can be carried out in different
ways. The degree of involvement of a buyer of the control system in
comparison to the involvement of a manufacturer can vary quite a lot.
On one side there is a buyer with limited technical and operational
competence which means that a manufacturer's standard product "onthe-shelf will normally be procured. On the other side there is the
very competent buyer, who will specify the system in detail and who
is continously evaluating the solutions and alternatives presented
by the manufacturer. A tailor-made solution which is adapted to the
buyer's specification is normally more expensive to procure but may
work out to be effective in the long run because it fits fhe buyer's
conditions, e.g. on personnel, organization or technique. A standard
product on the other hand may be cheaper to buy, but can hide needs
for large revisions exposed later on when operational experiences
are gathered. These revisions cost money and a cheap standard may in
the long run be a more expensive solution.
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The goal and task of the manufacturer will in any case be to produce
a product which fits the demands of the buyer, either through offering a standard or a tailor-made solution. To what extent do buyers
of control systems express demands on allocation of functions between
man and machine or similar demands, e.g. on the job organization? The
author of this report does not know of any systematic study which
has looked into the question. The guessed answer is that the buyers
do not specify at all in terms of function allocation, job organization etc. However, the concept which is related to function allocation is automation and automation levels (see, for instance, Fink,
1977) but the automation level is normally specified from productivity and/or safety reasons and not from ergonomics or man/machine
reasons. That is, automation is looked upon as a means of increasing
productivity first of all. This is demonstrated in one of the classical works, Automation and Management (Bright, 1958). This work reports
on about 13 big American companies, e.g. Ford Motor Company and the
aims behind their automation of production lines. Increased production capacity was reported by management to be the primary objective
with automation in 11 of the 13 companies, reduction in labour content by 12 companies and higher quality in 8 companies. It was also
reported that there was unofficial competition between managements
of the automobile companies in automating their production lines.
It has been demonstrated in an interview study with system engineers
of a utility company and design and system engineers of a manufacturer of process control systems for nuclear power plants (Wirstad,
1978) that the manufacturer is to a high degree focusing on the primary goal of the system, i.e. productivity, when he is designing a
process control system. Besides the productivity goal there are restrictions imposed from safety authorities. These restrictions too,
have to be considered in the design. Thus, The primary productivity
goal has to be fulfilled under certain conditions expressed as safety
requirements. The manufacturer puts quite a lot • " effort into analysing the restrictions and in deriving their cons. ;quencies for the
design. This study indicates that if there are no clear and concrete
allocation of function requirements, job organization or othet ergonomics requirements, it is likely that these will not be considered
in the design. Thus, a way to produce control systems which are based
on allocation of function considerations also should be to include
specific requirements in the buyer's specification.
On the whole, procedures and guides for making ergonomics specifications are lacking. There are some exceptions. Guides for ergonomics
or human engineering specifications are given for military systems
(see for instance Human Factors Requirements for the Development of
U.S. Army Material, which is a procedural guide). Data to meet these
requirements can, at least partly, be found in other official military documents (see for instance MIL-STD-1472 Human Engineering
Design Criteria for Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities). No
other branches than the military services have up to now regulated
human factors engineering. There is unquestionably a demand for doing
so in process industries, e.g. in industries where there are strong
safety requirements as in nuclear power production.
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Proressional habits and attitudes
Other conditions which have to be considered in this context are
the habits and approaches of the involved specialists. What ideas
of allocation of functions and human engineering or ergonomics can
be found among system engineers and design engineers and human
factors specialists?
The human factors specialist belongs to one of several specialities
which are contributing to specification, design and evaluation activities in the design and procurement of a new system. The control
system engineer has the responsibility for integrating the different
disciplinary activities. Besides the human factors specialists there
are, e.g. reliability engineers, instrumentation egnineers, computer
software specialists and computer hardware engineers. There is perhaps a natural tendency for each specialist to overemphasize his
speciality or to give too much weight to it in comparison with other
specialities. Thus, an important task of the system enginfer is to
give reasonable weight to the different specialities in tne design.

There may be a tendency that some of the specialists feel neglected,
i.e. they have had too little or an incorrect influence on the design.
This mechanism has probably been working for human engineering or
ergonomists in several projects which have also included a qualified human factors engineering programme. System engineers and
design engineers either within the buyer'sor the manufacturer's
organization or in both are key persons through which human engineering or ergonomics considerations are processed to some extent
before they are implemented in the design. Therefore, it is interesting to find out their habits and attitudes towards human engineering principles, procedures and data.
In four systematic design studies Meister et al (1966, 1967, 1968,
1969) not only registered the design outcome, drawings etc, of
different inputs to the design. They also studied how their subjects,
experienced design engineers, acted during the design sessions. The
four studies are summarized and discussed by Meister (1971), who
made the following remarks about demonstrated habits of the design
engineer:
"All of the engineer-subjects studieu exhibited the following
characteristics:
1.

Almost immediately after examining the problem, they
started to design hardware without performing much deliberate, systematic analysis. In other words they exhibited what can almost be characterized as an obsession
with hardware.

2.

They relied overwhelmingly on design solutions which they
had used before - presumably satisfactorily (Meister calls
these "design styles" or "design stereotypes"). This prevented them from considering novel approaches to design.
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Their use of information was determined almost exclusively by the design requirements and constrainsts in their
Statement of Work (which is the buyer's main document
to the manufacturer). They interpreted information in
terms of implications of the information for those design
requirements.
They preferred to design with a minimum of advice and/or
constraint by others including the customer.

5.

They were reluctant to consider operator or human factors
in making decisions fundamental to system configuration".

Meister ellaborates further about lack of flexibility in the engineer's design once it was moulded:
"
the number of changes he was willing to make to his
original design to accomodate to new demands was minimal,
(e.g. minor changes in contents and display, the addition
of a loudspeaker system, changes in technical procedures).
No changes were permitted in the basic design concept. The
design inflexibility was characteristic of all subjects tested.
The implications (of this inflexibility) for fundamental
Human Factors input like function allocations are obvious,
they must be supplied at the time the basic design concept is
developed. Once the design concept has been completed they are
irrelevant. Again this does not apply to human engineering
recommendations of the "knobs and dials" variety which the
engineer is usually willing to consider later in design".
The speciality of human engineering was further dealt with in the
studies by Meister et al, seen from the design engineer's point of
view. Meister (1971) concludes:
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"The (design) engineer is very critical to anything which he
considers to be technically incorrect. Vague inputs (i.e.
phrased in generalities) are almost never acceptable. The
engineer requires that an input will be specific to his problems and spelled out in detail as well as being practical;
consequently the human engineering specialist may have to
demonstrate the practicality of his suggestions. Finally the
input has to tell the engineer something he has not thought
of before. All of this can be summed up by saying that if the
specialist is accepted by the engineer as technically competent what he has to say about the engineer's design will be
accepted not unreservedly but with good grace".
Some findings on the present state of human engineering
The sparse methodological studies reported on human engineering as
a design activity in systems design indicate that human engineering
or ergonomics can be made more efficient. Human engineering methodology, including function allocation, guidelines and data handbooks,
can be better suited to design and design procedures. A key problem
is that responsible system and design engineers tend to feel that a
real demand for human engineering is lacking, i.e. they do not see
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any demand inherent in the system which above everything can be met
through human engineering or ergonimics. The notion that important
system parameters will not be influenced through human engineering
or ergonomics may be true. But it can also to a large extent be
a professional bias or an attitude. Design and system engineers
active to-day have been trained to think in other terms than those
formed in human engineering, ergonomics and used in man-machine
systems. Findings in the studies of Meister et al mentioned above
indicate that part of the problem with human engineering is connected with work habits and attitudes of system and design engineers.
This side of the problem can be influenced through better education
of student engineers in human engineering.

A conclusion concerning the usability of the allocation of function
principle - and concerning human engineering in its entirety - is
that it is not a one-way problem, i.e. human engineering must develop techniques and data which are better adapted to system design
principles and procedures. It is also a problem of adapting design
principles and procedures to human engineering. This can partly be
met through training of the system engineer. He must know enough
ergonomics to realize and understand what possibilities there are.-

TRENDS WITH IMPLICATIONS FOR ERGONOMICS IN CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

In this chapter some technical, economical and social changes are
pointed out which are likely to influence the conditions for human
engineering or ergonomics in control system design.
Current information and computer techniques allow
flexible control systems.

very

•

The social role of industry is emphasized more and more.
People spend quite a lot of time in jobs and the quality
of job is not only a matter of earnings. Quality factors
which are increasingly recognized are health, security,
job satisfaction and social contacts.

•

Human resources within an organization have great potential beside contributing to certain prescribed tasks of
a job. A way to human resources expansion is so called
user participation, i. .. involvement in system design
and evaluation by personnel who are operatinq the system.

Influence from technology
With so called conventional process control techniques, i.e. hard
wired, large control rooms based on individual instruments and
controls, control system flexibility is more narrow, with the use of
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computer and information techniques in control system engineering
the situation has changed quite drastically. There is with these
techniques less dependence on individual instruments and controls.
The large display panels of the conventional control room can be
replaced by electronic Visual Display Units (VDU) combined with
limited control units. These units requires less space and are
physically easier for a human operator to oversee. Practically any
format for the presentation of the information can be implemented
in the VDU. The number of possible alternatives for harware solutions, for how information can be processed and for how it can be
presented to the operator have grown drastically.
When a new technology is introduced it will take some time until
experience is gathered which can be used as design advice. This
factor in combination with the large number of technically and
economically possible solutions to a process control problem have
increased the demand for human engineering or ergonomics. The
adaption of the solutions to the human operator can be used as
a means to reduce the number of alternatives.

It is of interest in this context to mention the current research
interest for human information processing, cognition and human
decision making. This research is partly inspired by computer and
information technologies and can among other things result in better
criteria for man-machine interaction analysis in, e.g. control systems.
This research can be illustrated by work like the classical book
Human Problem Solving by Newell and Simon (1972) and the book
Man-Machine Systems: Information Control and Decision Models of
Human Performance by Sheridan and Ferrell (1974).
The widening scope of industry
In Western countries there is
growing interest in the social role
of industry. Up till recently industry has to a large extent
carried out its activities entirely on its own conditions and has
been closed for the interest of the public. This isolation is contrasted by the public interests shown for schools, health service
etc. To-day there is a growing public interest for industry, which
probably will result in a widened role of industry. It can be illustrated by the following three aspects:
1.

Industry plays a crucial role in the economy of a country.
Every individual is direct or indirect dependent on its
success through salaries paid to its employees, through
tax paid to the state and communities 3nd through subsidies
which are given to industry positively - to support the development of certain local industries, branches or products
- or negatively - to prevent break down of a certain industry
with a lot of employees.

2.

Industry is not a closed system which it seemed to be for a
long time. An industry needs communications, e.g. roads,
railways, harbours or telecommunications, it needs resources,
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human resources, raw material, localitites, an establishment for production, water, air etc. and it has outputs,
products and waste material which will all influence members
of a society.
3.

Those individuals who are employed by an organization - and
in this case not only within industry - normally spend quite
a part of their waking lives in their jobs. For that they are
paid a salary which differs depending on amount of time
on-the-job, type of job, degree of responsibility, risks
taken and on amount of education and experiences.

The first aspect of industry's contribution to the economy of a country
or to countries within a political system is, at least to a certain
extent, influenced through different national regulations and through
policies carried out by the political head - the Parliament and the
Government - concerning e.g. economic and industry policy. The normal
way for the individual to influence these policies in the Western
countries is through general elections.
The second aspect, industry as a part of the society, has caused
growing concern during the last years. This concern seems primarily
to be based on negative experiences, i.e. the interest of industry
has been in collision with other interests of the society, e.g. preservation of nature in some sensitive areas of the West Coast, the
preservation of one of the last unregulated rivers etc. The effect
of air pollution from heavy industry and water pollution from chemical
industry also far away from the location of the industry belongs to
the scene. Laws and regulations and governmental authorities have
been created to watch the interests of citizens. In some countries,
e.g. the U.S.A., laws which control risks from industry's products are
very strict. They are connected with large fines for those industries
which break the law and cause death and injuries because of unanticipated risks with their products.
The third aspect of the widening role of industry has a direct
meaning to the individual. Not only the salery is important for the
employee. He or she wants to get something else out of the job. The
employee does not want to pay his share to production through reduced health. Thus, the Work Environment Act has been generated
to regulate noise, vibration, certain atmospheric cone1 ii_ions, toxics
and other influences which can reduce the health state. But the Employee
also has growing interest in jobs which will give him job satisfaction, i.e. has some psychological or social values. It is, for
instance known that isolated and/or monotonous jobs may not be physically dangerous but are still considered unacceptable because
of isolation or monotony. There is a movement away from physically,
psychologically and socially unacceptable jobs called "Humanization
of Work". In the Scandinavian countries this movement has been codified in new Work Environment Acts, which regulate not only the physical work environment but also the psycho-social one. The Swedish Work
Environment Act (1977) gives a wide definition of Work Environment
and includes the content of the job. Thus, Work Environment criteria
are according to the law? health, security, and job satisfaction.
The primary goals of industry are productivity and profit. It is in
the interest of the general public that industry has a good economy.

The new widened role of industry can, however, be formulated as a
number of restrictions in reaching these primary goals. It is
important that these restrictions will be formulated so that they
can initially be taken into consideration when a new plant is developed or procured.
The fact that the content of jobs has been included among Work
Environment Factors is of special interest. It requires new ideas,
principles and procedures for ergonomics or human factors engineering.
The job content will be specially important in highly automated
industries and will thus influence activities like the allocation
of functions between man and machine, job design and job organization.

I

User participation
By user participation is meant an active contribution of the employee to the development or revision of work places, job aids, work
environment etc. There are two main reasons and goals for user participation:
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1.

User participation represents deepened democracy. The idea behind this is that the active, involved human being who participates is better prepared to meet new conditions than a passive
human being who adapts unreflectedly to a new situation. Involvement gives among other things greater satisfaction to the individual, inertia and resistance to inadequate influences from
outside.

2.

User participation represents a means of utilising operational
experiences. Users store quite a lot of useful experiences,
which are not easily communicated to a design organization.
It is normally persons other than operators who specify the
new control system including man-machine interfaces.

Through an adequatr form of user participation, e.g. discussions
around drawings and mock-ups, a suggested solution can be evaluated
(see e.g. Åberg et al, 1974 and Docherty, 1978).
User participation can vary along a number of characteristics, e.g.
degree of involvement, degree of influence on system design.
Rijnsdorp (1979) has suggested a way to classify different degrees of
user participation. It includes 8 levels of user participation:
0

No partcipation whatsoever

1

Users informed beforehand

2

Opinions asked - no feedback

3

Opinions asked - with feedback

4

Consulation about alternative designs

5

Co-determination on predetermined items

6

Free co-determination

7

Total co-determination
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It is obvious that user participation will have an influence on principles and procedures for human engineering or ergonomics in control
system design. The buyer's design activities have to be organized so
that user influences can be integrated in the decisions. Furthermore
there have to be working groups for user considerations. These working
groups have to be equipped with adequate tools - e.g. analytical facilities, drawings or mock-ups to facilitate experiences to be transferred
to and translated into design relevant terms.
Some requirements on a man-machine system technology for control systems
Growing flexibility of control, system technoloqy, growing employee
demand on work quality and increased user participation can be translated into a number of requirements on the procedures for control
system design and procurement.
1.

The generation of ergonomics or human engineering specifications
and evaluation criteria should be one of the earliest activities
of a control system project to reduce the number of alternatives
from the beginning.

2.

Work environment restrictions and evaluation criteria should
be formulated as one of the initial activities of a control
system project.

3.

Work environment requirements or job content should be separated from physical work environment requirements and should
be considered as one of the early design activities.

4.

User participation in control system design should be introduced when goals and restrictions of the plant are formulated
and initially evaluated for a forthcoming control system project. Co-determination on work environment specifications
should be made possible for user representatives.

5.

Active and continuous user participation should be guaranteed
in job content specification and design. To facilitate
possibilities for influences from job content requirements
on man-machine interface configurations, the work on job
content should start as one of the early design activities.

6.

New techniques for the visualization and evaluation of manmachine solutions are needed. These should be used by among
others, user representatives.

TOWARDS A MAN-MACHINE SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY

It has been said before in this report that the design and procurement of a control system can be varied in a large number of ways,
depending on e.g. type of control system, degree of renewal of a
system, degree of analysis specification and design involvement of
the buyer of a process control system, tradition and procurement procedures within the buyer's and manufacturer's organization. Text
books or articles on design principles and technology normally
assume that design-procurement is a systematic and a strict logical
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procedure, normally a so-called top-down approach with a sequence
of activities which are fitted together in time and/or in information flow. However, each debign activi.y has some degree of
arbitrariness, i.e. a decision is not only based on the information generated in an analysis or in a preceding design acitivicy.
It is also influenced by other factors completely outside the
analysis and the logical procedures. There are individual factors, e.g. personnel idiocyncracies which may have a strong influence on the decision and may even work opposed to information
generated in the design procedure or vithin the design organization.
There are arbitrary factors, e.g. a salesman of certain equipment
have approached the buyer just before a decision and have influenced
it in a way which gives overemphasis to the just offered products.
Furthermore the design process is an act of creativity and as such
it has some arbitrary elements. A conclusion is that design structures and design procedures must allow a certain degree of arbitrary
decision» Of course, it is in the interest of sound technology to
diminish arbitrary influences as much as possible but design logic
and design procedures must be useful even with arbitrary influences
on the decisions. For this, seme key activities or key decisions which
will have a crucial impact on a successful end result have to be recognized.
In the conclusions from his systematic studies of some design tasks
reported previously, Meister (1971) says that human engineering or
ergonomics inputs will have an impact on design ii; they set bounds
to the design and deal with concrete system operations. Such inputs
will for the man-machine interface, (i.e. controls and the displays)
include the following items:
1.

The maximum number of personnel who will run the system.

2.

The skill level of personnel who will run the system.

3.

A description of the jobs and tasks personnel will have
to perform.

The interview study on procedures and principles of system and design engineers for nuclear power plants control systems reported
by Wirstad (1978) also indicates that human engineering or ergonomics should be introduced as constraints e.g. in the form of regulations or standards. Such constraints will have their largest impact
when the manufacturer is preparing his standard design. A tendency
found in the studies of Meister and Wirstad is that unless the design
engineer is more or less forced to take secondary goals or restrictions into consideration they tend to be neglected as steering mechanisms for the desiqn.
A framework for ergonomics in control system design
All through the development of a plant and its process control system
there are crucial considerations and decisions. They represent junctions where a chosen way will have consequencies for the man-machine
interface and related questions on operator recruitment, selection
and training. These crucial ir.sues have to be detected. In the
present work on the development of Guidelines for the Design of ManMachine Interfaces being carried out within a committee for Man-Machine
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Communication within the European Workshop in Industrial Computer
Systems (EWICS) these important issues are being formulated. This
Guideline work has been reported recently by Rijnsdorp and Wirstad
(1979). The EWICS GuideHnes are divided into three levels and
three sets of documents. (See Figure 3).

Level 1 Guidelines

Level 2 Guidelines

Level 3 Guidelines

Aspect

what

how

doing it

Format

short checklist

procedural

Contents

early consideration, e.g. budget, site, personnel, "feasibility
study"

functional & operational analyses, design specifications
& evaluations

design data, e.g.
anthropometries &
design techniques

User

top management,
special staffgroup for feasibility study

project management,
project teams

project teams

guides

catalogue, handbook

Figure 3. Structure of EWICS1 Guidelines for the design of
Man-Machine Interfaces.
An important activity in the development of the EWICS Guidelines is
repeated evaluation of the structure and content of the guidelines.
The evaluation is made by potential guideline users, both buyers
and manufacturers represented either by EWICS members or by invited
persons. One evaluation workshop was held in Brussels in December
1978. A panel of potential users from companies in five European
countries participated.
How to allocate functions between human and machine
A problem with the principle of function allocation between man and
machine suggested once by Fitts and presented in the list of design
activities by among others, Sinqleton (see Figure 1 on page 9) is that
it is not recognized to have a clear professional home. It is an
activity which is felt natural neither by design engineers nor by
human engineers or ergonomics specialists. Thus, some other activity
or activities which have a more natural professional abode ought to
be formulated but still have the meaning of function allocation.
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A procedural structure
A number of conditions, principles and requirements of man-machine
system procedures have been presented when the concept of function
allocation has been analysed in the present report. These conditions,
principles and requirements have been used as a steering mechanism for
alternative function allocation procedures which will be suggested
here. The suggested structure can also be seen as a way to cover the
total man-machine interface activity for the procurement and design
of a process control system. In figure 4 there is no single activity
which is called allocation of function. The structure contains a
number of analyses, considerations, specifications and design activities which together form a systematic allocation of function between
man and machine based also on operator characteristics and operator
demands.
Figure 4 describes the main activities leading to man-machine interface specification and design in a straightforward procedure starting
with system objectives and system requirements ending up with a number
of design activities on man-machine interface, space and work place,
physical work environment and training including possibly also personnel recruitment. The figure indicates iterations and evaluation
loops between start and end activities. It is perhaps axiomatic that
in practice the design procedure will be less straightforward and more
complex than the figure indicates. Among others there will probably be
iterations also within pairs or groups of activities, e.g. between
man-machine interface design, control system specification and job and
organization design.

Figure 4 may give an impression that the procurement of a specific
control system starts from "scratch" every time, i.e. that there is
total design freedom within the bounderies given by tlie goals restrictions, and funding of the project. In practice, however, every project is based to a certain degree on previous projects, how large a
degree can vary from project to project. Thus, a specific design is
based on a heridity factor which has to be considered. It is normally
substantial. The implementation of new control system concepts, e.g.
to coincide with intentions behind Figure 4, will be evolutionary
rather the revolutionary.
In the following the content of each one of the main activities in
Figure 4 will be described briefly:
System objectives and system requirements; It is likely that a plant
projo^t has been started with a feasibility study. In this a limited
number of issues on e.g. marKet, financing and economy, production
technology, manning and location have been investigated to the extent
that a decision on start up or stop for further activities can be
taken. This feasibility study will be the input to the activity of
formulating system objectives, i.e. what type of product or products
there will be, productivity goals and system requirements on, e.g.
maintainability and manning. Some ideas on plant organization and automation level should be formulated early in the project, too. A time
schedule as well as a design organization for the development activities also belong to the fundamental issues and will act as inputs
to the following activities.
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Restrictions t It has been indicated in a couple of studies mentioned
earlier in this report that certain restrictions on the primary goal
of the system should be formulated from the beginning in order to act
as conditions under which the primary goal will be approached. Examples
of such restrictions are safety, plant environment requirements and
work environment requirements. Work environment requirements can include physical as well as so-called psycho-social work environment
requirements. Psycho-social requirements concern the mental well-being
of the individual. An example of such a requirement is that no individual should work isolated from other individuals or the jobs must
not contain monotonous tasks. Psycho-social work environment is

FUNDING AND
Bl^ETING

i

I PROCESS
DESCRIPTION

FUNCTIONAL i, OPERATIONAL
DESCRIPTIONS
incl. 3 preliminary set of
peisonnel tasks
\

RELIABILITY AND
SAFETY ANALYSIS

CONTROL SYSTEM
SPECIFICATIONS

PHYSICAL WORK
ENVIRONMENT
SPECIFICATIONS

MAN/MACHINE
INTERFACE
DESIGN

T
FlgUTS 4

Derivation of restrictions e.q. on
SAFETY i WORKENVIRONMENT

Analysis of
MAIN SYSTEM OBJECTIVES i.
CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
inci . an idea on plant
organization t automation

Main activities leading to man/machine
.nterfaces specifications and design.

PERSONNEL
DESCRIPTION

t
JOB t, ORGANIZATION DESIGN

SPACE t WORKPLACE DESIGN

RECRUITMENT t>
TRAINING ANALYSIS

TFAININC PROGRAMME I,
TRAINING AID
SPECIFICATIONS
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closely related to job content, i.e. tasks, responsibilities and
degrees of freedom included in the job.
It is obvious that work environment restrictions, especially psychosocial work environment restrictions will imply some special work in
the following design activities. This will be mentioned further in
the coming text.
Funding and budgeting: Financial restrictions and budgeting, i.e.
resources to different activities in the procurement and design of
a plant is one of the most important conditions under which the design
work is going to be carried out. Resources, time, money and competence
must be given to human engineering or ergonomics activities as well.
Functional and operational descriptions; This is the first activity
where there are special human engineering or ergonomics demands on
how the procedures should be carried out. A description of the system
in, e.g. mission terms is needed. This can be done through a mission
profile (e.g. the activities for an aircraft» preparation before start,
start, movement on the ground, take off, cruising, preparation for
landing, landing, movement on the ground, snut down, storing or
through a function flow diagram (see e.g. figure 1:1 in the appendix
of this report) or through a state diagram. A useful technique for
state iiagrams in process industries has been developed (see Andersson,
Bäck & Wirstad, 1979). This work also includes a job analysis and
job description technique which ran be applied on process industries
in general.

Process description: This is a description in process terms of the
plant which has to be generated by a process specialist. This is
needed for, e.g. the state diagram which will be used for generating
operator tasks.
Personnel description: Among the ee.«.iy considerations in a plant project there is also the question of manning. Manning can vary from
transferring already recruited, well trained personnel within the
cenpany, to the recruitment of new untrained personnel. If the plant
is being erected in a developing country manning also includes
certain cultural questions. These cultural questions, however, will
not be analysed in this report.
A description of the available personnel or the personnel who will
be recruited is needed. This description should be expressed, e.g.
in terms of number of individuals, educational backgrounds and amount
of process industry experience.
Realiability and Safety Analysis: Relevant legislation on safety and
security may be thought of in general terms already in the feasibility
study. A first contact with authorities is perhaps also taken.
Safety and security demands stem from internal dangers of the process:
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What can cause the dangerous situation?
What happens in the dangerous situation?
What are the consequencies of the dangerous situations?
Of special interest to ergonomics are so called Human Errors which
can happen in different phases of plant lifetime.
Design
Fabrication and Quality Control
Construction and Installation
Training
Operation
Test and Taintenance
Techniques have been developed to do reliability and safety analysis
with special regard to human error. These techniques are based on
fault-tree and cause consequence analysis techniques (see e.g. Swain
1976 and OECD/CSNI report 1978), and are normally quite tine and
work consuming.
Control System Specification: This is primarily a technical activity
including system performance requirements, time requirements, requirements on data accuracy and resolution, fault diagnosis and handling,
reliability, maintainability, energy sources etc. However, it should
include certain issues which directly or indirectly are of relevance
for man-machine interface activities:

•

Control system philosophy, e.g. conventional or computer/VDU
based control system technology

•

Process variables to be presented

•

Principles for information presentation

•

Principles for process controls

•

Suggestions on automation levels in different process phases

•

Principles for maintenance

•

Suggestions on automation of maintenance

•

Response times of the control system

•

Principles for alarm signal processing

Organization and Job Design: This is a major activity, which should
be started as one of the earliest design activities. It should follow
directly from the functional and operational description. This should
be led by the buyer. Input to this activity will be system objectives
and system requirements, restrictions on work environment and safety,
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functional and operational descriptions. The description of personnel,
already available or personnel who are going to be recruited. It
can preferably be carried out within the group for Organization and
Job Design. The personnel description, together with the work environment requirements, and the functional and operational descriptions
forms the input for the analyses and designs carried out here.
A task description and analysis has to be carried out, e.g. with
the method suggested earlier (Andersson, Bäck & Wirstad, 1979) . The
task description should be a means for detecting demands for specialist competencies. Beside operation and maintenance there can be
competencies in chemistry, electronics, mathematics, statistics,
computer-information technologies, training etc. Demands for special
competencies should come out of the process descriptions, job descriptions and the control system specifications.
The objective of job design is to create well integrated jobs using
the set of tasks derived in the task descriptions and matching
suggested jobs against available or the recruitable personnel. Other
factors to take into consideration when creating jobs are job training
possibilities, organizational principles and automation level intentions. The responsibility for specifying the automation levels lies
within the activity of Control System Specification. But it is important that the automation level specification can be influenced
also by Job Design in order to form integrated individual jobs and
an adequate job organization. Many of the considerations and decisions
which influence the allocation of functions between man and machine
are found within the Organization and Job Design.
The output of this activity should be:
•

Number of jobs

9

A job description of each job

•

Skill level and skill category of each job

To carry out organization and job design a range of competencies are
needed:
•

Knowledge of the company and its organization and its traditions

•

Operational experiences

•

Human engineering or ergonomics including legislation and
rules on work environment

•

Process control engineering and possibly also process engineering

The group for Organization and Job Design also is an appropriate forum
for user participation. Users can represent operational experiences.
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Recruitment and Training Analysis: This activity is based on the
output from personnel description and from the work in Organization
and Job Design.
A main
groups
number
zation

activity is to analyse the availability of certain personnel
and how they should be approached in recruitment. For this the
of jobs must be known which is an output from the Organiand Job Design.

For analysing training demands some inputs are needed, number of jobs,
job descriptions and skill level and skill category for each job.
These inputs are given in the Organization and Job Design.
The recruitment and training analysis should be carried out relatively early in the project and should follow directly on the Organization and Job Design.
Training programme and training aid specifications: This is an activity
which very often has been carried out once when the control system
has been designed and implemented. There is, however, one reason for
carrying out this activity relatively early in the project and in
parallel with activities as Control System Specification and the ManMachine Interface Design. It is when there is a demand for so called
high fidelity training simulation aids, i.e. when the same presentation and control equipment as used for process operation can be
used for training. The process can in such training be represented
by a computerized process model. In principle the same control system
which is used for process operation can be used for training. The training situation, however, should have some unique requirements, e.g. on
operator performance registrations being used as feedback to the
learner in order to facilitate learning. These special training
requirements of the control system have to be generated so they can
be included among the control system specifications.
Space and Workplace Design: This activity includes the traditional
design of "dials and knobs", control panels and chairs. The inputs
come from Job and Organization Design, Control System Specifications,
Man-Machine Interface Design and from the Plant Layout activity
(which is not included among the activities in Figure 4 ) .
The output should be drawings of the workplaces. The solutions can
be evaluated in work place mock-ups, i.e. static work place realizations in cheap material.
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The Space and Workplace design will be carried
manufacturer. It is likely that the activities
engineer and industrial designers supported by
ergonomics, e.g. in form of a good handbook in
ergonomics.

out primarily by the
are handled by design
seme competence in
human engineering or

Man-Machine Interface Design: This activity deals primarily with
transfer of information between the process and tlie operator. The
activity is related to the Space and Workplace Design. The inputs
come from Control System Specifications, Organization and Job Design
(number of jobs, job descriptions, work organization) and Reliability
and Safety Analysis.
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The output will be I/O equipment, mean.' 3f presentation of plant
states, e.g. start up, normal operation, shut down, faults, emergencies and control system tests and calibrations. In certain situations the interaction and the exchange of information of the operator and the plant will be extremely important, e.g. in alarm handling.
Quite a lot of research is being performed to-day on the description
of the human operator as an information processor. There are several
structures, "operator models", aiming for use in the design of ManMachine Interface. Until there is a useful operator model, output of
the Man-Machine Interface Design can be evaluated by certain variables, e.g.:
-

Pacing, the degree to which the operator is paced by the
machine

-

Response time

-

Transparency, to what degree the operator "sees" the process
Information accessibility
Flexibility
Serial-parallel information

-

Readibility (of symbols, color coding etc.)

-

Feedback (to the operator)

-

Back up/Fall back
Trustworthiness
Tolerance for human errors

The Man-Machine Interface Design will normally be a manufacturer's
activity and will be handled by control and instrumentation engineers
supported by, e.g. computing specialists. Competency in human information processing ergonomics will be needed, too. Human information
processing data can only to a limited extent be found in human engineering or ergonomics handbooks.
The output of this activity, drawings and pictures will be evaluated.
Certain important aspects of the output can be evaluated through
real-time simulations.
Physical Work Environment Specifications; The aim of this activity
is to derive jlevant physical work environment factors and specify
acceptable 1 'els in each one of these. The inputs come from the
activities wnich are developing the process (not included in figure 4)
and from the control system specification.
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Physical environment factors are:
-

Climate, e.g. temperature, humidity and air movement
Noise
Vibration

I
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-

Illumination

-

Hazard factors, e.g. fire, steam, radiation, toxics

Physical Work Environment Factors are in many countries the object of
new legislation. Factors which are or will be regulated should be
investigated at national work environment authorities.
The output of this activity should be given to the design activities,
Man-Machine Interface Design, Space and Workplace Design and Plant
Process Design.
Evaluation and Iteration; There will be repeated evaluations and iterations in a plant and process control project. The outcome of the
evaluations will be
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acceptance of configuration or solution
-

change of specifications and in certain cases also change
of goals
There is also the evaluation were the buyer is finding out whether
it is likely that the manufacturer will be able to meet the specifications under given conditions. Users should participate in the
evaluation activities.
Final remarks
To sum up what has been said above, the allocation of function should
not be considered one distinct activity in the development of a process control system. It is the result of a number of activities including the following:
-

Setting of System Objectives and System Requirements including ideas on plant organization and automation level

-

Derivation of restrictions on safety and work environment
including psycho^social_work environment requirements
Organization and Job Design, the creation of integrated jobs
in the plant
Recruitment and Training Analysis specification of personnel
qualifications in recruitment and training

-

r

no acceptance - redesign

Control System Specifications including among others automatics in different P£ocess_states

i
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-

Man-Machine Interface Design incluoir/j presentation of
process data to the operator

An important activity for the allocation of function is a communication between Organization and Job Design, the aim of which is to
create integrated jobs and the Control Systpm Specifications and Design the aim of which among other things is to utilize automation to
the extent that productivity and safety requirements will be reached.
Important for the final configuration of the function allocation will
also be some evaluations when suggested solutions and alternatives
are tested to find whether they follow given specifications. Evaluation in Man-Machine issues can be carried out with drawings, pictures, mock-ups and in certain crucial tasks through real-time simulations.
User participation should be seen as a normal contribution to the
allocation of functions. User representatives can preferably be incorporated in Organization and Job Design and in Evaluation activities.
The implementation of the suggested human engineering or ergonomics
for control systems remains to be carried out. It is a complicated
undertaking which beside knowledge, procedures and data also presumes certain positive attitudes and habits among its performers
and among surrounding specialists. The innovation of control system
ergonomics will take many years and many projects. There is no
question about that. But it is a hope that the suggested structure
will facilitate the furhter development of a man-machine system
technology.
In an appendix to this report a case study is given including ideas
on some procedures and techniques which have been used in the specification and design of a control system for the artillery. This case
study also demonstrates how the function allocation can be carried
out in practice.
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TERMINOLOGY
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Man-machine system

An entirety in which a human as an
element interacts with machine
elements.

Control system

A system with a predetermined mission
to steer and supervise a process,
e.g. in production or in communication.

Methodology

The body of principle and procedures
by which new knowledge is acquired
by a knower.

Technology

The knowledge of ideas, principles
and procedures in addition to tools
and machines.

Method

A certain set of principles and procedures within a discipline and restricted in scope to be used for
acquiring new knowledge.

Technique

A stipulated set of activities with
or without tools which can be used
to generate a certain output or
to take a limited step.

Ergonomics alt. Human Factors
Engineering alt. Human Engineering

The body of knowledge consisting of
data and principles about human
characteristics, capabilities and
limitations in relation to machine
interfaces, jobs and environment.

Man-machine system technology

The knowledge of principles, procedures and techniques needed for the
development of man-machine interfaces and related jobs, job training,
work environment and safety.
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Introduction to the case study
The author of this report does not know of any study from process
industries which can be presented as a case study to illustrate the
principles and procedures for man-machine interface specification
and design including those specification and design activities in
which the functions between man and machine are allocated.

There are two main reasons for the lack of good cases from process
industries. One reason is that process industries on the whole have
not been very innovative in human engineering or ergonomics with a
few exceptions, e.g. nuclear power. Ergonomics has started late
in this area and has not yet generated a lot of experience. The
other reason is connected with the nature of design and procurement.
It is partly a complex creative process and is characterized by
a lot of informal activities, influences and contacts, which makes
it difficult to carry out systematic studies.

I
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Instead a case study will be given from a military system, human engineering or ergonomics in the development of an artillery system. At
a first glance this example may appear to be far away from a process
control system. Of course there are differences, e.g. in system goal',
and restrictions, job conditions and in technical complexity. But th'.-re
are also significant similarities. The case study has relevance for
process industries on the man-machine interface and allocation of
function principles and procedures discussed in the present report.
The artillery system is controlled by an information subsystem, a calculation unit including calculating procedures, information inputs and
outputs and communication procedures. Human Engineering or ergonomics
principles and procedures were implemented on the information system.
The different substudies of this artillery control system project are
described in a set of reports from the former Swedish Institute of
Military Psychology. The author of this report carried out the work
as leader of the ergonomics project.
The ergonomics project on the development of new artillery control
system was accomplished on behalf of the Army Material Administration,
which was responsible for the procurement. Manufacturers were some
Swedish computer industries. The aim of this ergonomics project was
to contribute to the specifications and to the evaluation of the
artillery information system, especially the man-machine interfaces.
The work was done during the period 1971-1974.
The summary of the work given in this report starts with a short
description of the artillery system which represents the main system
to be controlled by the information or calculation system. The information or calculation system thus, is a subsystem to the main artillery
system.
The presentation of the different ergonomics activities of the project will be started with the development of system evaluation
tools to be used for finding out the value of individual, within-thesystem solutions. The value is expressed in terms of system performance. A simulation model based on Monte Carlo techniques was developed.

1:2

This model was programmed and simulations were carried out on a
computer. The use of the model is described and the meaning of a
simulation result is briefly discussed in terms of relevance and
predictability.
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Two experimental studies are then described. In one experiment two
alternative procedures for data input/output to the calculator are
tested. In the other experiment two alternatives are investigated
for control of data fed into the calculator. The experimental
conditions in these experiments can bo said to represent alternative design conditions although in a stylisized way. The results of
the experiments - human performance data for the different man-machine
combinations - are used for relative comparisons between the studied
solutions. Each solution is also evaluated in terms of the primary
system criteria through introducing the experimenta*. results to the
simulation model and performing a run of simulations. The outcome
of each simulation run shows the effect of the particular solution
on system performance, i.e. hit precision and timing.
The final part of the case study covers work within the artillery
ergonomics project on the creation of four alternative calculation
solutions, in which four degrees of calculation aids are utilized.
The four solutions represent different man-machine function allocations, from a highly manual solution to a highly computer supported
solution. These four solutions are created and are generated from the
results of, among others, an ergonomics analysis. The value of each one
of the solutions can be expressed in terms of the primary system
performance when being simulated in the model.
The alternative solutions generated in the project, two data input/
output solutions, two procedures for data control, and on four alternatives for utilizing calculation aids - all represent different ways
to allocate functions between man and machine. Through the use of
logical analyses and syntheses, experimental procedures, field tests
and system simulations, practical techniques for allocating functions
between man and machine in system design and specification have been
generated.
The goals and restrictions for the artillery system - strong demands on fire precision, timing and safety - will certainly influence the actual design of the calculation unit. Although there
may be goals on precision, timing and safety in a plant, there
will also be environmental and work environment restrictions added
on top. Thus, every suggested solution in a civilian system has to
be evaluated also against these added restrictions. These restrictions will influence the design decisions and the features of the
accepted solutions (see Figure 4 on page 24 of the main report).
The differences between military and civilian systems on system
goal and restrictions, however, will not invalidate the artillery
system work as a demonstration of how man-machine system design
can be carried out starting with some early system analysis. The
methodology demonstrated can preferably be implemented in civilian
systems.

1:3

The artillery system
The artillery system is a typical man-machine system. Its primary
aim is to support infantry and armour with heavy fire in both offensive and defensive situations. The smallest unit which carries out
an artillery mission - e.g. artillery support to attacking infantry is an artillery battalion. The battalion can be said to act as a
meaningful artillery system. The battalion is built up of the
following subunits:
- Forward observation and fire direction. This
communicating on the spot with the chief for
normally from the infantry. Through the fire
dures the artillery hit is regulated in time

unit normally is
the enterprise,
direction proceand space.

- Commanding unit
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- Fire control and calculation unit
- Three firing units
- Ammunition supply
- Communication links
The information subsystem of the artillery system consists of forward observation and fire direction,commanding unit, a calculation
unit and communications.
Communications are maintained through radio or telephone (wire).
Certain information concerning the enemy, the weather and the terrain
are given to the artillery battalion from higher units. A functional
flow diagram of the artillery system is found in figure 1:1.
A system simulation model
For the evaluation of different design actions taken within the artillery system a simulation model was developed (Haglund & Wirstad, 1972).
To create system evaluation tools one has to know the system criteria.
For the artillery system these are found under the following headings:
Hit performance - precision and timing
Maintainability
-

Safety and security

The principle of one system goal which should be reached under certain
conditions (= restrictions) discussed in this report and illustrated by
Figure 4 (page 24 in the main text of the report) can be applied on the
artillery system, which has one distinct system goal, hit performance.
The hit performance, i.e. a precise hit in the right time, shall be fulfilled under certain conditions or restrictions. These restrictions can
be specified in maintainability, safety and security terms.
The activities - functions - during the system mission are found in
figure 1:1. These activities were specified for the simulation model
with a somewhat higher function resolution than indicated in figure
1:1. The degree of function resolution needed is a question of how the
model will be used. The principle in this work was to find the smallest
possible subfunction without imposing certain specific component solution to the artillery system.

FORWARD OBSERVATIONS
&
FIRE DIRECTION

COMMUNICATIONS

FIRING

Figure 1:1.

Functional-flow diagram of the artillery system.

FIRE CONTROL
&
CALCULATION

COMMUNICATIONS

1:5

The most important use of the model was to compare possible component
solutions in which different degrees of technical aids were compared
with manual solutions, i.e. the simulation model should first of all
be used for function allocation studies.
The simulation model was developed in close contact with artillery
specialists who suggested a scenario for the model. There was agreement among artillery specialists on the outstanding relevance of the
chosen scenario. In brief the scenario has the following characteristics:
The artillery battalion has three firing units or batteries. The
fire from these batteries is adjusted to an adjusting point in
the terrain. After the adjustment the battalion carries out a
fire mission comprising a surprise attack on a target situated
inside a certain circular area around the adjusti ig point.
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In the model a sequence of events is created representing the
system. In each event a choice is to be made. This choice is either
of deterministic or stochastic nature. In a stochastic choice a
random number is generated. This is used to chose a value from a
distribution of a variable which describes the event. The simulation
model thus, utilizes so-called Monte Carlo-techniques. The computer
programme of the model is written in SIMSCRIPT.
Hit performance of the artillery system is represented through the
following simulation output variables; mean point of impact, standard-deviation of the first salvo of the surprise attack, time to
carry out the mission and amount of ammunition used in the adjustment.
Every activity reproduced in the model is translated into an error
contribution or a time contribution which will influence the simulation
result variables mentioned above. Error contributions are introduced
in the simulation process o£ meteorological, ballistic or of
human operator origin. They are accummulated and finally presented
as the firing precision results of the simulation. In the same manner
time contributions are accummulated to form the time result of the
simulation.
Each separate error or time contribution is taken from an empirically
generated distribution or from firing tables which are a data base
within the artillery. Empirical distributions - e.g. on operator
performance - are formed from data gathered in experimental studies,
in field tests or from expert estimations.
The simulation model evaluates different solutions or actions taken
primarily concerning the man-machine interactions. Examples of such
solutions or actions are different methods for calculating firing
data or different aids to the forward observer to determine the
location of the target or the point of impact. The evaluation is made
against the primary goals of the system, hit precision and timing.
Secondary goals or restrictions are not considered in the model. A
simulation result can not be considered valid unless the configurations
studied are also evaluated against secondary goals or restrictions.
This secondary goal evaluation is done by a group of experts. The
way to evaluate the fulfillment of secondary goals or restrictions
is logical reasoning and expert judgements. Those solutions which do
not satisfy the secondary criteria or the restrictions will be
screened.

1:6

The predictability or validity of a simulation result depends on the
logic of the model - i.e. to what degree the sequence of events
coincide with real artillery actions. It also depends on the relevance of data and data distributions used in the model. The procedure
used to reach event validity in the present work has been continous
cooperation with artillery specialists. Event validity is relatively
easy to reach as the artillery system is well defined and has distinct
bounderies. It is relatively easy to analyse in terms of subsystems
and functions. Data and distribution validity is more difficult to
reach. The procedures applied in the artillery ergonomics project
to generate acceptable data and distribution validity which also can
be tested has been limited experimental tests combined with data
gathering in large field tests or manoeuvres. Data which are statistically acceptable are generated in the experiments. These data are
then simply checked regarding variability against data gathered in
field tests (see Carlssonetal 1971 and Carlsson et al 1972).
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An experiment on two alternative computer input/output procedures
The aim of the two experiments which are reported in this case study
was partly to compare two alternative man-machine interface solutions relative each other, partly to produce data which could be
fed into the simulation model in order to evaluate the solutions
relative to primary system criteria.
In the first of the two experiments data on operator performance
- error contributions and operating time - were collected for two
alternative artillery computer panels (see Carlsson et al 1973a).
One computer had a panel built up from the principle "one button per
function". It included 80 specific buttons and 35 alpha-numerics
logically spaced over the panel. The inputs and outputs were presented in small windows on the panel.
The design solution is called A. Its physical features can be seen
in figure 1:2.

I
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It was built up from the functional principle saying that inputting
data is simple if a separate control is provided for each function.
The other design - also in figure 1:2 - represents to some extent an
opposite approach. Most of the buttons were alpha-numerics with a
few specific functions. The coding of each input was done through an
alpha-numeric signal which normally consisted of three letters.
The operating procedure imposed by this design has large similarities
with ordinary computer programming or computer running. An ordinary
teletypewriter was used as the input/output panel and a small digital
computer (Digital Equipment PDR 12) for the programme, the calculations and the data storing. This design is called Y.
The subjects - artillery conscripts - were trained and tested on 5
different calculation tasks. Error rates, absolute and relative,
for the two panels are presented in table 1:1. Errors are defined
as either wrong numerical input value chosen, omission of button or
procedure.
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Figure 1:2. The A panel above and the Y penel below.
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0

0
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5

0

5
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0

0

0

5

0

0,8

Task
Total no of trials
per panel
(no of subjects n = 10)

number of
errors
Panel
A
error rate,
percent

Panel
Y

I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table 1:1. Absolute and relative error for panel A and Y.

An experiment on two alternative procedures for computer output data
control
Insufficient artillery data will cause bad firing precision - i.e. the
planned surprise attack will not be a surprise because the fire is too
far away from the target. It may also be a safety threat - e.g. the
fire may hit friendly units or civilians instead of attacking the enemy.
Thus, the artillery system has a number of fire data control points
or procedures. One control point can preferably be located to the
artillery computer output. The chief of the calculating unit who is in
the centre of the information flow of the artillery system normally
has good knowledge of terrain, locations of different units and of the
actual tactical situation. This knowledge can with a relatively simple
procedure be used to check computer output data with the control object
to detect and screen large firing data errors.
Thus, the second experiment in this case study two alternative procedures for controlling or checking the feasibility of computer output
data are compared (see Carlsson et al 1973b). One check procedure, representing one of the two experimental conditions, is based in simple manual
calculations using a chart and some rulers. Two calculations are made
independently and in parallel by the chief of the unit and his assistant,
the computer operator.
In the second experimental conditions, representing an alternative
check procedure, output data from the computer are presented graphically with an xy-plotter. The point given on the plotter represents the
calculated point of the target. The controller compares this point with

T
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his own point derived with simple graphical methods, i.e. the coordinates of the map is used.

I

The physical features of the two investigated procedures are found
in figure 1:3.

I
I

Twelve artillery conscripts

I

Tne aim of the last part study in the reviewed case was to generate
alternative solutions for the total artillery calculation procedure
or unit. The allocation of functions between man and machine should
vary between the alternatives (see Carlsson et al, 1974).

m

acted as subjects. They were trained

before entering the experiment.
Time and errors of the subjects were registered. The results show that
the error frequency is similar for the two procedures. In time the
procedure using the xy-plotter was much faster. It is suggested that
this method should be studied further.
Four alternatives synthetical solutions of the calculating unit

The work was accomplished through a logical analysis of the Fire
Control and Calculation Unit (see figure 1:1).
•
•

The analysis showed that the Fire Control and Calculation Unit can be
divided in the following subfunctions, which have to be included in
each one of alternatives solutions:
-

Calculations of firing data

I

-

Calculation of corrections

*

-

Data storing

I
I
I

-

Control of firing data

-

Communications

I

I

I

I

Syntheses - complete solutions - were then generated within the project
team. The solutions should be formulated so it could be evaluated with
the simulation model. The four syntheses which utilize different manual
procedures and different degree of computing aids have the following
characteristics:
Level A: Highly manual, use of chart, graphs and rulers (figure 1:4).
Level B: Manual use of chart, graphs and rulers but supported with an
electronic pocket calculator for some calculations of corrections (figure 1:5).
Level C: Use of a table computer for all firing data calculations and
most of the calculations of corrections. A few of the corrections are calculated manually using graphical aids (figure 1:6
and 1:7).
Level D:

Same as Level C but remote data input and output (* Computerized communication instead of radio and telephone)
(figure 1:8).
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Figure 1:3. Control with the chart procedure (above)
and with the xy-plotter (below).
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From the signalman

To the gun

Figure 1:4. Highly manual use of chart, graphs and rulers.

From the signalman

To the gun

Figure 1:5. Manual use of chart, graphs and rulers supported
with a pocket calculator.
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From the signalman
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To the gun

Figure 1:6. Computer with an extra panel for the control.

From the signalman

To the gun

Figure 1:7. Computer with a pocket calculator for the control.
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Prom the forward observer

From the signalman
To the gun
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Figure 1:8. Computer system including xy-plotter for the control.
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Some final comments
The case study reported demonstrates how an ergonomics consultant
to the buyer in a procurement project can work to gather information
for the specification of the man-machine interface of a control system
and adherent job procedures. The techniques used are interviews with
operational experts on all levels, system analysis and modelling,
system simulation, experimental techniques, field tests and the creation of design ideas and syntheses. These latter are evaluated
through a combination of system simulation and expert judgement and
reasoning. The close communication with artillery experts (operational
specialists) along the project is sicmif icant.
The activities of man-machine interface design in Figure 4 on page
24 in the main text of this report was not formulated when the artillery ergonomics project was performed in 1971-1974. This project
was, however, based on the principle that the allocation of function
between man and machine had to be divided among a few activities
which are more relevant to prevailing design organization and professional competencies within it.
Instead of being an distinct activity as indicated in, e.g. figure 1
in the main text of this report the function allocation can be seen
as the end result of a sequence of activities starting with the formulation of system goals, requirements and restrictions, continuing
with functional and operational descriptions, personnel descriptions
and organization and job design and finally communication with and
implementation in the man-machine interface design.
The artillery ergonomics project concerns the creation and evaluation
of alternative man-machine interface solutions. It was restricted to
the unit for Corrections and Fire Control of the artillery system,
which means that it was limited to some main tasks of jobs in the
artillery information and control system. Thus, it is not a demonstration of a whole job design activity. This limitation will not,
however, invalidate the case study. It is still a demonstration of
the idea that function allocation will not be a single design
activity, but is instead a set of activities, the result of which
will be a particular function allocation.
There were no restrictions given on degree of technical sophistication or automation level of the artillery system by the procurement authorities. It was possible in the project to consider an
unusually wide spectrum of man-machine allocation alternatives from
highly manual solutions to high degree of computer aided solutions.
The reason for the great interest in highly manual solutions is
the military's demand for usable reserve procedures, i.e. procedures which can work also when some technical aids or supports
to the system are eliminated. It was also demonstrated with the simulation model that a high degree of automation or computer support
had very limited effect on primary system criteria, hit precision
and timing. In process industry there is on the other hand normally a
sväller spectrum of man-machine allocation as automation is considered
an efficient way to steer productivity and safety.
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It is also of interest to indicate to what extent specific demands
on psycho-social work environment, e.g. job content, will influence
the development of a man-machine system. First of all there will
be another set of system restrictions and criteria to consider in
the early analysis. These have to be formulated clearly and techniques
for the evaluatiion have to be generated. In the work which follows
every design solution has to be evaluated against the work environment criteria as well. This can be done through more systematic and
thorough user participation in the development and techniques for
job satisfaction estimations have to be generated and used.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Operator training as a system design activity was not considered in
the artillery project. The reason for this was that operator training
is closely connected with the general conscription system. Influences
on major training variables such as training time must be influenced
through actions in the conscription system and such activities were
quite outside the project. It is likely that experiences from the
artillery ergonomics project could have been utilized, for operator
training purposes, if there had been a request. The functional and
operational analyses, together with learning times of the subjects
had been valuable inputs to possible operator training design.
Separate reliability and safety studies also were not carried out
in the artillery ergonomics project. As mentioned earlier safety
was considered to some extent. A purpose of one of the two experiments was to detect large evaluating errors, and this is primarily
a safety issue within the system.
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